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Lacking Clear Impulse
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After completing the first leg of correction (wave A) at 39,538 level, the index has registered a stunning
in wave B to challenge strong cluster of resistance between 42,159 and 42,195 levels (irregular top). In
the process of this recovery the KSE 30-index and daily momentum readings have failed to register new
highs posing negative divergences. If our count is correct then after termination of this upwards wave
the index will again fall in the second leg of correction (wave C) to complete the A-B-C Elliott wave sequence exposing wave A low at 39,538 level.
General Outlook: According to our preferred Elliott wave count, the index is striding in the fifth primary degree wave possibly scoping 45,000 level. Any minute correction would seek support between
37,432 and 34,511 levels. It is advised to keep enough liquidity to accumulate positions on such correction. Preferred sectors include banks, oil & gas, utilities and textiles.
13-day Leaders: ICI, SNGP, SSGC, APL, ISL, HASCOL, BOP, MTL, PIOC & CHCC
13-day Laggards: MUREB, PAKT, CPPL, ASRL, BWCL, COLG, FML, FEROZ, OLPL & SHEL
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